
Beckie and I

Still here. Life kept turning

Each year thought would be
Last year

Of our lives

Kind of hard when we had
No mother or father

No home to come back to

Nothing to know about
Family history

Who were these people

What happened to Grand ma
Who was Grand pa

Well, we ended up taking care
Of our selves

Looking out for each other
Making our own family

From scraps and pieces

Left over from the war



FINALLY MADE IT TO YANKEE STADIUM
Was it big

Was it the biggest YES

Saw the Detroit Tigers
Play the Yankees

Second time this years
Seen the TigerS Go

Loved Tony the Tiger, also

Was up for Detroit

Want to see Detroit in Detroit

This is the year wanted to see

Detroit doing well

Well, Yankee stadium was big
Detroit is important



Vermont is mountains and valleys

Going through the state

More up and down than across

Stretch out the whole place

And what do we have

Well, place big as New Mexico

And green

Green everywhere 

All the way to bottom of canyon

Where big river runs



Upstate New York

Was just like veterans

Like veterans who I meet

In other high northern states

Michigan and Vermont

Something about living 

High north

Seems to make people different

Are people different because

Land is different

Northern mountain people



Finally passed Peer Specialist Test
Thought about past two years
Waiting to have someone offer me
The chance, the class, the test
Let hanging from that time in Boston
Failed on the test, never allowed to see
Test or results
Never allowed to take exam, again
Whispered and discredited behind my back

“Well, you know he doesn't know what
He is talking about.
He can't even pass the Peer Specialist Test”

Was what they said about me
Today I passed the Peer Specialist Test 

Detroit   August 26, 2009 


